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Gather all materials needed. Thread, material, Tear-Away stabilizer.

1. Stitch out color 1. This is the outline for the template
Remove hoop and tear out template.
Stitch out color 2. This is the outline for the template for the cd
Remove hoop and tear out template.



Cut 2 pieces of material out of the rectangle, I like to cut it a bit larger.
Cut out the CD cover out of felt, plastic, a piece plastic table cloth cover or
even use an actual cd cover.



Hoop your stabilizer and stitch next color. This is a guide line.
Glue 1 piece of material on top of guide line.

Repeat this color step to stack down material.

Continue and stitch out the design according to the color chart.



Remove the hoop and turn hoop over. Glue the 2nd piece of material to back
of design.

Turn hoop over and attach to the machine. Stitch the next color that will co
around the entire design.



Remove hoop from machine, turn hoop over and apply the cd cover in
place. If using clear plastic, you will need to tape this securely in place. If
using felt, you may pin it in place, making sure that the pins will NOT be
close to the stitching line.

Turn over and attach hoop back onto the machine and stitch the tack down
line for the cd cover.



The clear is hard to see in the pictures, but you will be able to see later.
Continue with the next color.
Remember, the design is the only actual color change. The rest of the colors
should match your material or be a contrast.

The next color will be a tac down for the cd cover
Then a double line down the end of the cover
Next will be 2 single stitch circles. Remove the hoop at this time and
carefully trim holes in the inside of the circles as shown. Do not trim close,
the satin stitch will cover the rest of the material.
Re-attach the hoop to your machine and stitch the satin stitches around the
circles.



When finished, remove finished CD Holder from the hoop.

Cd Holder back using Clear Vinyl

CD holder back using piece of an actual cd holder from the $1 store.
They come in packs of 12 for $1

When finished, stack all the cd holders together that you have made and
attach them with ribbons or small metal rings. These make great gifts.


